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Abstract 38 

A key challenge in the environmental and exposure sciences is to establish experimental evidence of the 39 

role of chemical exposure in human and environmental systems. High resolution and accurate tandem 40 

mass spectrometry (HRMS) is increasingly being used for the analysis of environmental samples. One 41 

lauded benefit of HRMS is the possibility to retrospectively process data for (previously omitted) 42 

compounds that has led to the archiving of HRMS data. Archived HRMS data affords the possibility of 43 

exploiting historical data to rapidly and effectively establish the temporal and spatial occurrence of 44 

newly identified contaminants through retrospective suspect screening. We propose to establish a 45 

global emerging contaminant early warning network to rapidly assess the spatial and temporal 46 

distribution of contaminants of emerging concern in environmental samples through performing 47 

retrospective analysis on HRMS data. The effectiveness of such a network is demonstrated through a 48 

pilot study, where eight reference laboratories with available archived HRMS data retrospectively 49 

screened data acquired from aqueous environmental samples collected in 14 countries on 3 different 50 

continents. The widespread spatial occurrence of several surfactants (e.g. PEGs and C12AEO-PEGs), 51 

transformation products of selected drugs (e.g. gabapentin-lactam, metoprolol-acid, carbamazepine-10-52 

hydroxy, omeprazole-4-hydroxy-sulphide, 2-benzothiazole-sulfonic-acid), and industrial chemicals (3-53 

nitrobenzenesulfonate and bisphenol-S) was revealed. Obtaining identifications of increased reliability 54 

through retrospective suspect screening is challenging and recommendations for dealing with issues 55 

such as broad chromatographic peaks, data acquisition, and sensitivity are provided.  56 

 57 

Introduction 58 

One of the key challenges in the environmental and exposure sciences is to establish experimental 59 

evidence of the role of chemical exposure in human and environmental systems.
1,2

 Our ‘chemosphere’ is 60 

continuously changing and most chemicals that are indexed in the Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) are 61 

not characterized with respect to their potential effects on human safety and environmental health.
3
 62 

Non-target analysis employing high-resolution mass spectrometers has been established over the past 63 

years as one of the key approaches for tackling this complexity. High resolution and accurate hybrid 64 

tandem mass spectrometers, such as time-of-flight and Orbitrap instruments have facilitated increased 65 

reliability in target analysis (using reference standards), enabled suspect screening (without reference 66 

standards) and screening for unknowns.
4-6

 Substantial research effort has been placed on developing 67 

tools and workflows that expedite these three approaches, with the overall outcome that the 68 

contemporary analyst is able to obtain large amount of accurate mass data for a particular sample. For 69 

example, in 2013 the NORMAN Network of reference laboratories, research centres and related 70 

organisations for monitoring of emerging environmental substances (www.norman-network.net) 71 

organized a non-target screening collaborative trial employing target, suspect, and non-target workflows 72 

to identify substances in water samples.
7
 This trial revealed that non-target techniques are in general 73 

substantially harmonized between practitioners and that although data processing can be time 74 

consuming and remains a major bottleneck, suspect screening approaches are very popular. However it 75 

recognized that “better integration and connection of desired features into software packages, the 76 

exchange of target and suspect lists, and the contribution of more spectra from standard substances into 77 
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(openly accessible) database” are necessary for the technique to reach maturity.
4
 The archiving of HRMS 78 

data also allows for data to be processed retrospectively, for example to investigate the occurrence of a 79 

newly identified compound or simply one that was not considered at the time of analysis.
8
 This 80 

possibility has led to researchers working in this field to digitally archive data in preparation for future 81 

retrospective analysis and has even led to proposals for the establishment of data repositories, akin to 82 

environmental data banks, where digital information can be safely stored for future retrospective 83 

analysis. 84 

Non-target HRMS full scan data allows the potential for rapid and cost-effective screening of the 85 

occurrence of newly identified contaminants in previously archived HRMS data; often referred to as 86 

retrospective analysis. Typically, it refers to the application of suspect screening workflows to archived 87 

data as reference standard measurements are not available for the analytical settings. Whilst 88 

retrospective analysis with HRMS in environmental sciences has been discussed for some time
 7,8,9,10

 89 

there are few published studies that actually apply the approach
11,12

. As far as we are aware there have 90 

not been coordinated studies to investigate the spatial and temporal distribution of contaminants of 91 

emerging concern in environmental samples through performing retrospective analysis on HRMS data 92 

acquired using different instrumental platforms and data processing software. This has the potential to 93 

be an improved and effective strategy for establishing the extent of a newly identified contaminant’s 94 

occurrence rather than the traditional approach of a new contaminant(s) being reported in the scientific 95 

literature and individual research groups subsequently validating targeted methods and reporting their 96 

own data. In order to test this hypothesis, a pilot study was performed where eight reference 97 

laboratories with available archived HRMS data were recruited with the goal of exploring the potential 98 

of a contaminant of emerging concern early warning network through the use of retrospective suspect 99 

screening employing HRMS. The pilot study was referred to as the NORMAN Early Warning System, 100 

abbreviated to NormaNEWS.
13

 101 

 102 

Materials and Methods 103 

Participants and samples 104 

The participants of the NormaNEWS exercise (8 reference laboratories; Eawag, KWR, NIVA, QAEHS, 105 

RWS, UJI, UoA, and Vitens) submitted samples from 14 countries and 3 continents. In total 48 sets of 106 

data from the analysis of environmental samples were evaluated. Detailed information on sample 107 

matrix, sampling date, instrument type, chromatographic separation (flow, column, gradient programs, 108 

and solvents), mass spectrometric method (acquisition mode and calibration method) are presented in 109 

the “Sample Information” sheet in the supporting information (SI) excel spreadsheet. Further, a more 110 

detailed description of the samples and methods used are presented in the SI spreadsheet, including 111 

information on any previously published datasets. 112 

A wide variety of environmental samples were included in this study. The majority of the samples were 113 

wastewater (effluent and influent), surface water, and groundwater samples. More than half of the 114 

samples (26 out of 48) were wastewater samples (mainly effluent wastewater samples). Wastewater 115 

sample data sets were from Switzerland (various locations)
14

, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, 116 
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Iceland, Spain, Greece, Mexico and Australia. Fifteen of the 48 samples were samples from ecologically 117 

important large rivers such as Danube (station JDS57 Bulgarian/Romanian boarders)
7
 and Rhine

15
, 118 

smaller rivers such as Swiss rivers (Furtbach and Doubs)
16

, Dutch rivers (Meuse and Vecht) and the Logan 119 

river in Australia. Four groundwater samples were included from Spain and the Netherlands. One 120 

primary sludge sample from the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) in Athens (Greece)
17

 as well as 121 

one seawater sample affected by treated wastewater
18

 were also evaluated. Finally, two drinking water 122 

samples from Ridderkerk and Lekkerkerk in The Netherlands were included in the study. All the 123 

participants were asked to provide only the absolute intensity of the identified features that were blank 124 

subtracted in order to avoid the false positive identification. 125 

Participating laboratories analyzed their samples using their own routines (i.e. sample preparation and 126 

data processing) for all the analytes included in the NormaNEWS suspect list (“NormaNEWS 127 

compounds” sheet in the SI, on the NORMAN Suspect Exchange and in the CompTox Chemistry 128 

Dashboard). No specific method (i.e. chromatographic, ion source, and polarity) was recommended to 129 

the participants.  This was in order to test the applicability of this approach for the data generated via 130 

different methods. For these analyses, a wide range of mass analyzers as well as chromatographic 131 

conditions was employed by different participants (“Sample Information” sheet in the SI). All of the 132 

reported results were further examined, through a quality control assessment, to produce harmonized 133 

and comparable results (see section ‘Quality control criteria’). Finally, each identified peak was assigned 134 

with an appropriate confidence level.
19

 These quality assurance steps were deemed necessary for 135 

interpretation of the results.  136 

 137 

NormaNEWS suspect list 138 

The final chemical screening suspect list consisted of 156 analytes including: 74 surfactants i.e. PEGs, 139 

C12AEO-PEGs, glycol ether sulfates (GES), linear alkylbenzyl sulfonates (LAS), sulfophenyl alkyl carboxylic 140 

acids (SPACs), and fluorosurfactants (PFAS, from several classes); 54 pharmaceuticals and their 141 

transformation products (e.g. carbamazepine, carbamazepine-10-hydroxy, diltiazem, diltiazem-142 

desacetyl, and diltiazem-N-desmethyl); 17 bisphenols; and finally 11 industrial chemicals. We considered 143 

the surfactants and the industrial chemicals as two separate families of compounds, even though a lot of 144 

surfactants may have industrial source. This distinction was made due to multiple sources for 145 

surfactants. The suspect list compounds (name, molecular formula, CAS number, SMILES, InChI and 146 

InChIKey), qualifier fragment ions and lipophilic properties (logP and log KOW) are included in the SI 147 

“NormaNEWS compounds” sheet and are available online on the NORMAN Suspect Exchange and in the 148 

CompTox Chemistry Dashboard. The list was formed from compounds suggested by participants and 149 

typically included novel emerging substances with limited environmental occurrence as well as 150 

established widely occurring environmental contaminants (e.g. carbamazepine), which was included to 151 

assess the overall concept. A high number of the proposed substances were transformation products 152 

(TPs) of parent drugs that were detected through suspect and non-target screening from bio-153 

transformation experiments. In these cases, parent drugs (e.g. citalopram and atenolol) were also 154 

included so that detection rates of the parent drugs and their TPs could be investigated. Novel 155 

surfactant compounds were also included to verify their wide-spread occurrence. In addition, the 156 

inclusion of a group of bisphenols as well as 3-nitrobenzenesulfonate, specified as an industrial 157 
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chemical, were a result of non-target screening identifications. The purpose of the NormaNEWs suspect 158 

list is to provide a dynamic list of potential environmentally relevant and novel chemicals, which is 159 

enriched using expert knowledge and non-target analysis results as new data become available. The list 160 

is available at the NORMAN Suspect List Exchange (http://www.norman-network.com/?q=node/236) 161 

and on the CompTox Chemistry Dashboard 162 

(https://comptox.epa.gov/dashboard/chemical_lists/normanews). 163 

Quality control criteria 164 

All participants of NormaNEWS exercise were requested to submit their results together with their raw 165 

LC-HRMS chromatograms. Raw chromatograms were converted to mzML using ProteoWizard 166 

(msconvert module v.3.0.10827).
20

 For data acquired in data-independent acquisition mode, different 167 

collision energy channels were separated using an in-house script (provided in the SI), while lock mass 168 

scans were removed. For data-dependent acquisition mode, MS/MS spectra were exported as text files 169 

(named “precursor mass retention time”) and were removed from the mzML files. Treated mzML files 170 

were converted to CDF files, which are readable from various data analysis software including Bruker 171 

DataAnalysis v.4.3. (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, Germany), which was used here.  172 

The performance of the following parameters was checked; mass accuracy of HRMS, stability of 173 

chromatography and presence of qualifier fragments of identified compounds in higher collision energy.  174 

A combination of an expert panel and literature information was used in order to set the threshold of 175 

each quality control criterion.  176 

The quality control step enabled us to minimize the effect of analyst expertise and the instrumentation 177 

on the final results given that the evaluation of the analysts and/or the instrumentation was not within 178 

the goals of this exercise. Therefore, the data points that did not meet the quality control criteria were 179 

excluded from the finally reported results. 180 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 181 

Quality control assessment  182 

Quality control was performed to ensure that data were generated from well-calibrated instruments 183 

and that the data submitted were reliable. The first and most important step of the procedure was to 184 

check that the mass difference between the experimental and theoretical mass did not exceed ±5 mDa, 185 

which was considered the maximum tolerable mass error in the provided complex environmental 186 

samples.
21, 22

 This was highly relevant in assessing the confidence level assigned to each identified 187 

analyte in the list.  188 

The mass accuracy quality control is summarized in the SI “QC_mass accuracy_ppm/ QC_mass 189 

accuracy_Da” sheet and the results presented in Figure 1. According to the submitted datasets, Orbitrap 190 

mass analyzers showed better mass accuracy performance (absolute average mass error 0.55 mDa) 191 

comparing to other TOF instruments (absolute average mass error 0.91 mDa), based on successfully 192 

identified compounds.  Mass errors are caused by the complexity of the samples, saturation of the 193 

detector (see section challenges and recommendations), and the instrument itself (i.e. the age and 194 

hardware). LC-HRMS data obtained using LTQ Orbitrap instruments showed lower mass accuracy 195 

(absolute average mass error 1.1 mDa) when compared with the LTQ Orbitrap XL (absolute average 196 
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mass error 0.52 mDa), which showed lower mass accuracy in comparison with the QExactive. We further 197 

investigated the effect of instrumentation used on the observed mass accuracies through a non-198 

parametric statistical test  Kruskal-Wallis. 
23

A Kruskal-Wallis p value > 0.01 indicated the rejection of null-199 

hypothesis and statistical significance of the observed differences in the measured averaged masses. 200 

The method used to calibrate each instrument was also considered. LC-HRMS data obtained using a 201 

Bruker QTOF were calibrated by injecting the calibrant substance at the beginning of the chromatogram, 202 

while data from Waters QTOF (in both cases) were calibrated by lock-mass every 0.5 or 2 minutes 203 

(injecting, recording and recalibrating based on calibrant peaks appearing every 0.5/2 minutes). High 204 

mass accuracy is an extremely crucial parameter to achieve high quality results during the suspect 205 

analysis. Especially, high accuracy measurements enable a decreased number of false positive 206 

detections.  207 

The chromatographic stability of the LC separation was also assessed. All participants submitted at least 208 

3 datasets for evaluation. Retention time data from the same instrumental set-up (and same partner) 209 

were grouped together and the normalized standard deviations (NSD) of the retention times of the 210 

detected substances were calculated (retention times of the detected substances in seconds can be 211 

found in the SI “QC_observed_ret.time_Minutes” sheet). A criterion of the maximum tolerable NSD of 212 

10% was adopted for accepting the detection of a single compound across samples in data coming from 213 

the same partner. The average normalized standard deviation of retention times in all samples was < 2% 214 

(Figure S1). The largest variability of 8.6 % was observed for analyte valsartan, whereas the lowest 215 

variability (<0.1%) was observed for acesulfame in samples from Netherlands, GES-07 in samples from 216 

Australia, and GES-09 and GES-06 in samples from Greece. Retention time stability was considered as 217 

another extremely important parameter, which has a direct effect on the identification confidence. The 218 

low deviation observed in all the submitted datasets indicated the high quality and reliability of the LC 219 

separation of the participating laboratories.  220 

The third QC criterion related to the presence of qualifier ions (QI) in the MS/MS spectra (SI 221 

“NormaNEWS compounds” sheet). These ions are fragments of the parent ion and are observable at 222 

higher collision energy or even at low collision energy as in-source fragments. The criterion was set on 223 

the presence of the QIs as either an in-source fragment or at higher collision energy. The identification 224 

level of compounds that did not comply with the third QC criterion were regarded as questionable and 225 

were marked accordingly.
19

 As these QIs proved to be a very efficient way of improving the confidence 226 

of the suspect hit, Top 3 fragments have now been extracted from all mass spectra submitted to 227 

MassBank.EU and also put on the NORMAN Suspect Exchange (direct download) and the CompTox 228 

Chemistry Dashboard Downloads (direct link) for community use. The QC stage was used to exclude the 229 

features that did not meet the previously set criteria, thus harmonization. Consequently, we have 230 

reported only the features that met these mentioned criteria.  231 

Overview of the retrospective screening 232 

PolyEthylene Glycol 09 (PEG-09) was the most frequently detected compound, being present in 41 out 233 

of the 48 samples (85%) analyzed. Several bisphenols, transformation products of perfluorooctane 234 

sulfonate, and the pharmaceutical omeprazole were not detected in any of the samples analyzed (“Max. 235 

Absolute Intensity_counts” sheet in the SI and Figures 2, XS, X1S, X2S). Series of surfactants, such as 236 

PEGs, C12AEO-PEGs, and GES, resulted in a higher detection frequency for compounds with masses 237 
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varying between 400 and 600 Da compared to both smaller and larger molecules from the same families 238 

(Figure S2.A). Schymanski et al and Gago-Ferrero et al. have previously observed a similar trend for 239 

these surfactants.
14, 24

  The observed trend may be explained by the efficient ionization of mid-size 240 

molecules compared to other compounds and potentially the fact that they are used as technical 241 

mixtures.
25

 LAS had an average frequency of detection of around 50%. The largest measured LAS, in 242 

terms of mass (i.e. C14-LAS), were detected in only 4 samples out of 48 samples. Based on the estimated 243 

retention time for LAS-C14, we interpret that the chromatographic run times used by different partners 244 

were not sufficiently long to successfully detect this suspect analyte in the evaluated samples. Only 3 of 245 

the 5 suspect fluorinated surfactants were detected with perfluorooctane sulfonate (PFOS) having the 246 

highest detection frequency of ~ 35%. For industrial chemicals and pharmaceuticals, venlafaxine was the 247 

suspect analyte with the highest frequency of detection (68%), while several bisphenols were not 248 

detected in any of the samples. Additionally, we observed a higher occurrence frequency of the suspect 249 

analytes in the locations with higher population density such as Spain, Switzerland, and Greece 250 

compared to locations such as Scandinavia and Australia with lower population density, Figures 2 and 251 

S3. The observed trend was consistent across all the analyzed matrices. However, it should be noted 252 

that considering the limited data set for this pilot study, further interpretation of the spatial and 253 

temporal distribution of pollutants is not possible. The future implementation of this approach will 254 

provide larger datasets for comprehensive spatial and temporal assessment of CEC occurrence across 255 

the globe.   256 

The presence of a large number of successfully detected surfactants and industrial chemicals in both 257 

wastewater influents, effluents, and surface waters suggests the wide spread occurrence of these CECs 258 

in the environment across the globe, Figure 2. Although modern wastewater treatment plants are to 259 

some extent equipped to remove these pollutants
26-29

, the high production/consumption volumes of 260 

these chemicals used in households and industrial applications translates into their release into the 261 

environment. The environmental occurrence, fate and behavior of surfactants have been widely 262 

investigated, however more reliable environmental data for these pollutants are necessary.
30-32

 263 

Collective exercises such as NormaNEWS are therefore an important step forward towards producing a 264 

comprehensive and reliable database on the environmental occurrence of surfactants and/or other 265 

chemicals of emerging concern (CEC), which can be used for better understanding of their 266 

environmental fate and behavior. Furthermore, this exercise, through the provided QC criteria, 267 

metadata template (i.e.  SI spreadsheet), provides all necessary information and guidelines for 268 

laboratories across the globe for the reliable detection, identification, and reporting of CECs in different 269 

environmental compartments.   270 

Challenges and recommendations 271 

For analysts to obtain high-confidence identifications through retrospective suspect screening they face 272 

several challenges. Here, recommendations for dealing with difficulties such as broad peaks, data 273 

acquisition, and sensitivity are provided in the following.  274 

The presence of broad peaks in the chromatograms of complex samples is often caused by the physico- 275 

chemical properties of that compound and the selected chromatographic method is unavoidable. For 276 

example, the LAS surfactants that elute at the end of the gradient of a typical reverse phase 277 

chromatographic run result in characteristic broad peaks (Figure 3A). Many peak picking algorithms are 278 
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unable to detect such broad peaks. Therefore, employing peak picking independent approaches
33, 34 

, 279 

prior knowledge of those analytes, and visualization tools, even though not comprehensive, may be 280 

useful in dealing with broad peaks.  281 

Data-dependent acquisition is often used in non-target analysis. Certain limitations with data-dependent 282 

acquisition may potentially cause false identification of features due to its limitations.  This acquisition 283 

mode isolates and provides MS/MS spectra of some of the most abundant ions per full scan. Even 284 

though this approach is the ideal acquisition mode during identification of peaks with the most 285 

abundant ions, this mode is not suitable for retrospective screening, due to the limited number of 286 

MS/MS spectra obtained. In case the peak of an environmentally relevant compound is not one of those 287 

most abundant ions, the MS/MS spectra of this chemical would not be recorded (Figure 3B). Therefore, 288 

confident identification of that peak would not be possible. As a solution, it is highly recommended that 289 

samples are injected in data-independent acquisition mode which is the ideal acquisition mode for 290 

retrospective screening. In data-independent acquisition, HRMS is recording full scan and MS/MS 291 

spectra without prior isolation of any mass. Therefore, all fragments (and fragments of fragments in case 292 

of in-source fragments) of all co-eluting compounds are recorded, resulting in complex but information-293 

rich MS/MS spectra that requires adequate data processing tools for confident identification of features. 294 

However, to our knowledge this is the most effective acquisition method for the samples that are meant 295 

for retrospective analysis. As different compounds have different fragmentation behavior depending on 296 

the different collision energies, the use of multiple (e.g. low, medium, high) or ramped collision energies 297 

should be considered during acquisition of data for retrospective screening to cover as many 298 

compounds as possible. As different instruments have different settings and acquisition speeds, a 299 

compromise may need to be found to provide sufficient resolution in the full scan while obtaining as 300 

much fragmentation information as possible. Pilot studies such as these and the upload of 301 

corresponding suspect lists and fragment information to public resources greatly help exchange 302 

experience to find these ideal compromises for future investigations.    303 

Another inherent concern about LC-HRMS data is sensitivity. Among other reasons, one possible case for 304 

non-detection of pollutants is that current HRMS instruments operated in full scan are sensitive 305 

depending on the frequency with which they acquire full scans.
35

 This means that low abundant or 306 

poorly ionized chemicals are not detected in case HRMS instrument records full scans at a high 307 

frequency rate. For example, recording full-scans at low frequency (2 Hz) will enable the detection of 308 

more compounds in comparison with a higher frequency rate (i.e. 20 Hz). Therefore, the analysts should 309 

try to find a compromise between the sampling speed and the sensitivity required for the analyses. For 310 

the samples, that are meant to be analyzed via retrospective screening a lower sampling frequency is 311 

recommended given that under these conditions a higher sensitivity is achieved.  312 

Substances at high concentration levels in extracts and/or having high ionization efficiency can often 313 

result in the detector becoming saturated (Figure 3C).  In this case, the peak reaches a plateau, which 314 

makes peak picking and determination of exact mass and retention time very difficult. For example, 315 

surfactants such as PEGs and C12AEO-PEGs were affected by detector saturation due to their high 316 

concentrations in the evaluated samples. The mentioned uncertainties in the exact mass and retention 317 

time are caused by the fact that saturation reduces the mass accuracy of the measurements for certain 318 

instruments, which is of extreme importance when performing identification. However, increasing the 319 
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mass extraction window may solve these issues. On the other hand, such less strict mass accuracy 320 

criterion may increase the likelihood of false positive detection.  321 

Another open issue in mass spectrometry is related to structural isomers (Figure 3D). Isomers are 322 

structurally similar compounds with the same molecular formula (same mass and isotopic profile) and 323 

share very similar fragmentation. This happened in the case of the detection of bisphenol S in the 324 

surface waters of the Netherlands. Two peaks, with different retention times, with acceptable mass 325 

accuracy, isotopic fit and same qualifier ions seem to belong to two different isomers of bisphenol S. In 326 

such cases, deeper knowledge of fragmentation behavior and/or retention time prediction could help to 327 

identify the peak that belongs to the suspected substance. Ion ratio (ratio of the intensity of a fragment 328 

to the intensity of another fragment) can be also considered. However, this information should be 329 

carefully examined, because of ion suppression caused by high background signal produced by complex 330 

sample’s matrix. Classes of substances such as the surfactants mentioned here also contain many 331 

structurally related substances that cannot be distinguished easily with mass spectrometry. These are 332 

now being grouped as “related substances” in the CompTox Chemistry Dashboard (see hyperlinks for 333 

the different surfactant classes throughout this manuscript) as a first step in working towards 334 

computational solutions to deal with the extremely complex challenge of chemical substances of 335 

Unknown or Variable Composition, Complex Reaction Products and Biological Materials (UVCBs).
36, 37

 336 

Finally, all the samples need to be analyzed both in positive and negative mode in order to cover a wider 337 

chemical space compared to only single polarity. 338 

The early warning system and its potential 339 

This exercise confirmed the high occurrence frequency of several surfactants (e.g. PEGs and C12AEO-340 

PEGs), transformation products of selected drugs (e.g. gabapentin-lactam, metoprolol-acid, 341 

carbamazepine-10-hydroxy, omeprazole-4-hydroxy-sulphide, 2-benzothiazole-sulfonic-acid), and 342 

industrial chemicals such as 3-nitrobenzenesulfonate and bisphenol S. These chemicals are not typically 343 

included in target/suspect lists used for surface water monitoring programs. Subsequently, there are 344 

limited environmental occurrence data available for these pollutants.
38-40

 This clearly demonstrates that 345 

an early warning network such as NormaNEWS enables the efficient and reliable detection and 346 

identification of novel CECs in different environmental compartments at both a temporal and spatial 347 

scale. Consequently, a reasonably large and diverse dataset on the environmental occurrence of novel 348 

CECs in different matrices has been generated during this pilot project. Clearly, this study was a proof of 349 

concept to test the applicability of such an approach to a diverse global dataset. Further development 350 

and larger global coverage is necessary in order to generate a dataset suitable for both environmental 351 

interpretation and policy making practices. Such a dataset provides an initial screen that can be used to 352 

inform contaminant prioritization exercises leading to further monitoring, fate and effect studies and 353 

subsequent risk assessment. Furthermore, given that the data are harmonized across a large number of 354 

laboratories and the confidence level of each identification is provided, the inherent reliability of each 355 

identification becomes more intuitive to non-experts. The purpose of this network activity would not be 356 

to replace ongoing targeted monitoring and screening programs, but to provide a robust and 357 

comprehensive complementary collaborative approach for informing the refinement of priority 358 

substance lists. This also shows the great potential for screening much larger lists in the future, although 359 

the manual verification of the results is still a demanding task. More computationally efficient methods 360 

will be needed before this can be expanded to potentially lists of tens of thousands of substances. 361 
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The NormaNEWS pilot was performed using a very simple approach where all participants manually 362 

submitted data on their CECs of interest in order to create a suspect screening list for the collaborative 363 

exercise. This enabled researchers to easily obtain additional data on the CECs that they are particularly 364 

interested in. Future lists could be generated by a number of different approaches including from open 365 

resources, such as massbank.eu. As highlighted recently by Schymanski and Williams,
36

 open resources 366 

will be instrumental in defining the evolution of suspect screening. The community-wide sharing of CECs 367 

through the exchange of suspect lists (e.g. the NORMAN Suspect Exchange and the Chemistry 368 

Dashboard lists) as well as tentatively and unequivocally identified spectra and sharing the related 369 

fragments is therefore key to the success of a global early warning network. Also key will be the 370 

willingness of the scientific community to share their HRMS data in an open MS format (e.g. mzML
41

, 371 

mzXML
42

, and netCDF
43

). The Global Natural Products Social Molecular Networking (GNPS; 372 

http://gnps.ucsd.edu/) provides a vision as to how global collaboration and social cooperation can be 373 

used to address major scientific challenges in the sharing and community curation of MS data.
44

 Taking 374 

inspiration from GNPS, we propose that HRMS data are made available (through a virtual repository and 375 

with necessary metadata) in order to facilitate living data along with periodic automated re-analysis of 376 

data (i.e. with updates to the suspect list or the addition of new data sets). Ideally, this repository will be 377 

easily accessible through a web-application and free of the aforementioned challenges. The 378 

environmental and exposure sciences currently lag behind other fields, such as proteomics
45

, 379 

metabolomics
46

 and natural product research
47

 in globally collaborating and sharing data through 380 

open/social platforms in order to revolutionize the way data are processed to achieve significant 381 

outcomes. We acknowledge that not all the data tools are currently in place to make our proposal a 382 

reality, however progress is being made in this area
33, 34, 48, 49

. For example, within the NORMAN Network 383 

(http://www.norman-network.net/) there is an initiative to develop a digital sample freezing platform. A 384 

global emerging contaminant early warning network based on adopting the successful practices of other 385 

similar networks will play a pivotal role in identifying chemicals using HRMS that has the potential to 386 

possess significant outcomes in protecting human and environmental health. 387 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 388 

Text, tables and figures with detailed information on experimental methods, QA/QC procedures 389 

and supplemental data (xls, PDF). 390 
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Figure	 1.	Quality	 control	 of	mass	 accuracy	 of	 the	 submitted	 datasets	 based	 on	 the	 identified	

compounds.	Type	of	mass	analyzer,	calibration	type	of	the	mass	analyzer	as	well	as	other	factors	

(age	of	equipment,	scan	sampling	rate	of	the	detector)	affect	the	performance	and	the	quality	of	

the	results.	
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Figure	2.	Heat	map	showing	the	occurrence	of	the	selected	substances	in	the	retrospectively	screened	

samples	(primary	sludge	from	WWTP	of	Athens,	Greece,	effluent	wastewater	samples	from	Australia,	

Iceland,	Spain,	Denmark,	Sweden,	Finland,	Norway,	Greece	and	Switzerland)	and	influent	wastewater	

samples	 (Australia,	 Mexico,	 Greece)	 for	 positive	 and	 negative	 ionization.	 Successfully	 identified	

compounds	are	marked	in	yellow.	
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Figure	 3.	 Challenges	 faced	 during	 evaluation	 of	 the	 results;	 A.	 Broad	 peaks	 of	 Linear	 alkylbenzene	

sulphonate	 (LAS)	 surfactants	makes	 peak-picking	 challenging,	 B.	Missing	 fragmentation	 information	

(MS/MS)	decreases	 identification	 confidence	because	of	data-dependent	acquisition.	Peaks	are	mass	

accuracy	and	isotopic	profile	consistent	but	not	abundant	enough	so	that	MS/MS	spectra	have	not	been	

acquired	(case	of	Quetiapine-N-desalkyl),	C.	Saturation	of	detector	deteriorates	mass	accuracy,	affects	

peak-picking	and	causes	quantification	mistakes	when	quantification	is	done	by	maximum	intensity	and	

not	by	peak	area	(case	of	PEG-05),	D.	Bisphenol	S	isomers	cannot	be	distinguished,	because	in	both	cases	

qualifier	 fragment	 ions	 (m/z	108.0217	and	155.9886)	are	present	 in	 both	peaks	 in	 the	high	 collision	

energy	channel.		
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